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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA 

IN RE: AMENDMENTS TO THE FLORIDA 

RULES OF JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION —  

2017 REGULAR-CYCLE REPORT CASE NO.: SC17-155 

RULES OF JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE’S  

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS 

The Honorable Steven Scott Stephens, Chair of the Rules of Judicial 

Administration Committee (“RJAC”), and John F. Harkness, Jr., Executive 

Director of The Florida Bar, file this response to comments.  In reaction to the 

RJAC regular-cycle report, comments were filed by the Appellate Court Rules 

Committee, the Criminal Procedure Rules Committee, the Small Claims Rules 

Committee, the Criminal Law Section, and jointly by the Family Law Rules 

Committee, the Juvenile Court Rules Committee, and the Florida Probate Rules 

Committee.  All the comments focus on the proposed amendments to Florida Rule 

of Judicial Administration 2.140(a)(6) and they will be addressed together; for the 

Court’s ease, the proposed subdivision language is: 

(6) The Rules of Judicial Administration Committee shall also 

serve as athe central rules coordinating committee. Each rules committee 

shall have at least 1 of its members appointed to the Rules of Judicial 

Administration Committee to serve as liaison. All committees shall provide 

a copy of any proposed rules changes to the Rules of Judicial Administration 

Committee within 30 days of a committee’s affirmative vote to recommend 

the proposed change to the supreme court.  The Rules of Judicial 

Administration Committee shall then refer all proposed rules changes to 

those rules committees that might be affected by the proposed change.The 

Rules of Judicial Administration Committee’s consideration of the rule 

proposal shall assess specifically whether the rule proposal addresses a 

matter of general or common application and shall include recommendations 

for reconciling competing or inconsistent rules, avoiding conflicts, ensuring 

consistency, limiting redundancy, and minimizing repetition among rules. 

The Rules of Judicial Administration Committee shall communicate 

regularly and promptly with other affected rules committees regarding the 

Rules of Judicial Administration Committee’s considerations. Each rules 

committee shall provide a copy of any proposed rules changes to the Rules 

of Judicial Administration Committee within 30 days of a committee’s 

affirmative vote to recommend the proposed change to the supreme court. 
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The Rules of Judicial Administration Committee shall promptly 

acknowledge each rule proposal approved formally by a rules committee and 

refer all proposed rules changes to those rules committees that might be 

affected by the proposed change. The Rules of Judicial Administration 

Committee may issue a formal response to each rule proposal approved by a 

rules committee within 30 days after the next regularly-scheduled meeting of 

the Rules of Judicial Administration Committee for regular-cycle 

submissions and within 30 days after formal approval by a rules committee 

for out-of-cycle submissions. Unless a deadline established by the supreme 

court or by the board of governors does not permit, the Rules of Judicial 

Administration Committee’s response to a rule proposal shall be included 

and may be addressed in the submission of the rule proposal to the board of 

governors and to the supreme court. 

The Appellate Court Rules Committee’s (ACRC’s) comment shares much 

detail about its concerns that it “believes that the proposed amendments to Rule 

2.140(a)(6) would add significant and unnecessary burdens and delay to the 

rulemaking process; are unclear in their scope (which could further exacerbate the 

burdens and delay); and may unintentionally shift the meaningful input on a rule 

away from the substantive committees—with members who specialize in that area 

of practice—to the RJAC, where a majority of the members may have little or no 

experience using that rules set.”  (ACRC Comment, p. 1.)  The ACRC expressed 

its view that “Rule 2.140 should not authorize the RJAC to veto changes proposed 

by other rules committees, or to dictate how other rules committees address matters 

that those committees considered to be unique to their individual rules set.”  (Id., p. 

4.)  The Joint Comment of the Family Law Rules Committee, the Juvenile Court 

Rules Committee, and the Florida Probate Rules Committee (Joint Comment) 

argues the proposed amendments to this subdivision “should be rejected because 

they give the RJAC the power to effectively ‘veto’ proposed rule changes made by 

the standing rules committees by giving greater weight to the RJAC’s comment 

than awarded to other commenters, and by giving the RJAC the inherent ability to 

argue to the Board of Governors and to the Supreme Court [of Florida] against the 

proposed rule recommendations.”  (Joint Comment, p. 1.)  These committees 

further argue the “proposed amendment would give the RJAC broad ‘gatekeeper’ 

power to assess whether rule proposals of one committee address a matter of 

common or general application therefore requiring that proposal to be rejected.”  

(Id., p. 2.)  The Small Claims Rules Committee supports the Joint Comment; the 

Criminal Procedure Rules Committee supports both the ACRC comment and the 

Joint Comment.  The Criminal Law Section (CLS) supports the ACRC comment 

stating the “current approval process is already cumbersome, and if the proposed 
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amendment is adopted, simple non-emergency rules changes will be unduly 

delayed, including being placed outside of a three year cycle.”  (CLS Committee, 

p. 1.) 

The RJAC agrees that it should not have “veto power” and that its 

coordination function should not unnecessarily increase any delay or complication 

inherent in the committees’ rule proposal process.  But the comments err when 

they accuse the RJAC of trying to give itself “power.”  Structurally, the only 

“power” held by any of the rules committees is the power to make 

recommendations to the Court, to be considered along with all of the other 

comments received.  Nothing in this rulemaking proposal purports to change that.  

The actual text of the proposal imposes obligations—not authority—on the RJAC, 

and does not impose any burdensome new obligations on any of the rules 

committees.   

The first sentence of the proposed amendment merely refers to the RJAC as 

“the central” rule coordinating body instead of “a” coordinating body. The second 

sentence of the language in controversy requires the RJAC to consider the other 

rules committees’ proposals and assess how they fit into the overall structure of the 

Florida Rules of Court: 

The Rules of Judicial Administration Committee’s consideration of the rule 

proposal shall assess specifically whether the rule proposal addresses a 

matter of general or common application and shall include recommendations 

for reconciling competing or inconsistent rules, avoiding conflicts, ensuring 

consistency, limiting redundancy, and minimizing repetition among rules.  

Simply, this sentence reflects the responsibility that has become the RJAC’s 

over the years, for example, the centralization of the service and filing rules 

necessary to make electronic filing work.  Importantly, it imposes no new 

obligation on any of the other rules committees, as the existing rule already 

requires the committees to transmit their rules proposals to the RJAC. 

The third sentence obligates the RJAC to “communicate regularly and 

promptly with other affected rules committees regarding the Rules of Judicial 

Administration Committee’s considerations.” It places no burden on the other 

committees to respond, or even listen, although of course the expectation is that the 

communications would be considered appropriately. It is hard to understand what 

the objection to this provision may be, but the ACRC has proposed to strike it.  
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The proposed fourth and fifth sentences are sentences 3 and 4 in the current 

rule with minimal editing.  Like their predecessors, they would require the rules 

committees to transmit their proposals to the RJAC, and require the RJAC to refer 

the proposals to other committees whose rules might be affected: 

Each rules committee shall provide a copy of any proposed rules changes to 

the Rules of Judicial Administration Committee within 30 days of a 

committee’s affirmative vote to recommend the proposed change to the 

supreme court. The Rules of Judicial Administration Committee shall 

promptly acknowledge each rule proposal approved formally by a rules 

committee and refer all proposed rules changes to those rules committees 

that might be affected by the proposed change. 

The sixth sentence is new. It provides that the RJAC “may issue a formal 

response to each rule proposal approved by a rules committee within 30 days after 

the next regularly-scheduled meeting of the [RJAC] for a regular-cycle submission 

and within 30 days after formal approval” for an out-of-cycle report.  Several of 

the comments have read into this passage a requirement that the rules committees 

must wait until they receive a response from the RJAC before proceeding, and 

candidly some members of the RJAC subcommittee that drafted this proposal may 

have intended it to work that way. But this language, adopted by a vote of the 

RJAC, contains no such requirement.  On its face, it only gives the RJAC authority 

to comment.  

The final sentence appears to be the one that generates most of the 

controversy.  It requires each rules committee proposal being filed with the Court 

to include the RJAC’s response, if one exists, “[u]nless a deadline established by 

the supreme court or by the board of governors does not permit….”   

Requiring the rules committee to include the RJAC’s response, rather than 

having the RJAC file it separately, would indeed be a new obligation imposed on 

the rules committees. It cannot by any reasonable standard be called a “veto” 

because the court will afford the RJAC’s comment only the weight it merits, 

whether filed as part of the rules committee proposal or in a separate comment. 

And as a practical matter, it is unlikely to introduce significant delay. 

Under its Internal Operating Procedures, all the RJAC coordination activity 

is initially screened by the liaison subcommittee, consisting of representatives from 

each of the other rules committees. If that subcommittee does not flag an issue of 

potential conflict or common application, the RJAC normally takes no action. The 

vast majority of the RJAC coordination activities are resolved in this manner.  
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When the subcommittee does flag an issue, the RJAC immediately notifies 

all of the potentially affected rule committees and initiates a dialogue as this 

proposal would require. It is the fondest hope of the proponents of this amendment 

that the dialogue process will resolve the issues whenever possible. While this is 

not always possible, it is not unprecedented; the degree of cooperation and 

collaboration that led to the centralization of the electronic filing and service rules 

is a model for future rules committee members. 

Voluntary cooperation alone, however, is not always adequate. For  

example, there was lack of coordination in the proposed amendments to Rule 2.505 

(Attorneys) and related rules.  (See SC16-1062.)  This case shows how limited, 

one-way, or non-time-sensitive communication can cause a concern.  The proposed 

rules were shared within the RJAC meetings and published for comment, but not 

all interested committees were aware of the possible impact of the proposed rules 

until published for comment by the Court. The proposed amendment to subdivision 

(a)(6) works in conjunction with the proposed changes to subdivision (a)(5), which 

has not been the subject of an objection. Together the rules would place an 

obligation on all committees, including the RJAC, to timely review all rule 

amendments, evaluate whether those amendments impact all or another committee, 

and continue the sharing of all committees’ proposed amendments with all other 

committees.  This review is intended to ensure that practitioners are not practicing 

law with conflicting or confusing rules of procedure.  The requirement that the 

RJAC review be included as a response to the rule proposals in the submissions to 

the board of governors and to the supreme court is merely to keep all entities of the 

rule amendment process fully informed. 

The comments speak in terms of authority and power, but respectfully, that 

overstates the stakes at issue.  Where the commenters see authority, the RJAC sees 

responsibility, and where the commenters see power, the RJAC sees just a 

recommendation.  All of the committees work in the service of the Supreme Court, 

which will afford each comment the weight that it deserves and no more. 

If this proposal is adopted and functions as intended, the work of the various 

rules committees would be reviewed by the liaison subcommittee of the RJAC at a 

much earlier stage of the process than it is now and the opportunity for meaningful 

collaboration will be enhanced. Most of the time, the subcommittee will conclude 

there is no coordination issue presented, and the RJAC’s review will end 

quietly.  If the subcommittee identifies a coordination issue, it will forward its 

conclusions to the RJAC chair and provide a copy to the relevant rules committee. 

The idea is for a dialogue about coordination issues to start early, with the goal of 

working them out before proposals go to the Board of Governors or the 
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Court.  Having the RJAC comment included within a committee’s report gives the 

committee an opportunity to say why the concerns raised by the RJAC should be 

overruled. 

Respectfully submitted on April 21, 2017. 

/s/ Steven Scott Stephens 

Hon. Steven Scott Stephens, Chair 

Rules of Judicial Admin. Com. 

Edgecomb Courthouse, Ste 522 

800 E. Twiggs Street 

Tampa, FL 33602-3500 

813/272-5330 

divisionl@fljud13.org 

Florida Bar No. 779441 
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Michael Travis Hayes, Co-Chair H. Scott Fingerhut, Chair 
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Grant Fridkin Pearson, P.A. 500 S. Dixie Highway, Suite 301 

5551 Ridgewood Drive, Ste 501 Coral Gables, FL 33146-2768 

Naples, FL 34108-2719 305/348-3182 

239/514-1000 x2015 hsfpa@aol.com 

thayes@gfpac.com Florida Bar No. 796727 
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Jon Scuderi, Co-Chair Kristin A. Norse, Chair, 

Florida Probate Rules Committee Appellate Court Rules Committee 
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Goldman Felcoski & Stone, PA Kynes, Markman & Felman 

850 Park Shore Drive, Ste. 203 P.O. Box 3396 

Naples, FL 34103-3587 Tampa, FL 33601-3396.com 

239/436-1988 813/229-1118 

jscuderi@gfsestatelaw knorse@kmf-law.com 

Florida Bar No. 108278 Florida Bar No. 957097 
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Kelley Kronenberg Attorneys at Law State Attorney’s Office, 17th Circuit 
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Tampa, FL 33607-4596 Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301-3303 

813/223-1697 954/831-7913 

awalters@kelleykronenberg.com jsilvershein@sao17.state.fl.us 

Florida Bar No. 679402 Florida Bar No. 608092 

Heather Savage Telfer Mikalla Andies Davis 

Attorney Liaison Attorney Liaison 

ACRC/CPRC/FPRC/SCRC FLRC/JCRC 

651 E. Jefferson Street 651 E. Jefferson Street 

Tallahassee, FL 32399-2300 Tallahassee, FL 32399-2300 

850/561-5702 850/561-5663 

htelfer@floridabar.org mdavis@floridabar.org 

Florida Bar No. 139149 Florida Bar No. 100529 

Lori S. Holcomb John F. Harkness, Jr. 

Division Director, The Florida Bar Executive Director, The Florida Bar 

651 East Jefferson Street 651 East Jefferson Street 

Tallahassee, FL 32399-2300 Tallahassee, FL 32399-2300 

850/561-5600 850/561-5600 

lholcomb@floridabar.org  jharkness@floridabar.org 

Florida Bar No. 501018 Florida Bar No. 123390 

Amy Singer Borman Stanford R. Solomon 

15th Judicial Circuit The Solomon Law Group, P.A. 

205 N. Dixie Highway, Floor 5 1881 W. Kennedy Blvd., Suite D 

West Palm Beach, FL 33401-4522 Tampa, FL 33606-1611 

561/355-1927 813/586-0111 

ABorman@pbcgov.org ssolomon@solomonlaw.com 

Florida Bar No. 957097 Florida Bar No. 302147 
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CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE 

I certify that this request was prepared in compliance with the font 

requirements of Florida Rule of Appellate Procedure 9.210(a)(2). 

/s/ Krys Godwin    

Krys Godwin, Director 

Attorney Liaison 

Rules of Jud. Admin. Committee 

The Florida Bar 

651 East Jefferson Street 

Tallahassee, FL 32399-2300 

850/561-5706 

kgodwin@floridabar.org 

Florida Bar No. 2305 
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